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A B S T R A C T

Using the polarized photometry technique we have studied the effects of two amino acid replacements, E240K
and R244G, in tropomyosin (Tpm1.1) on the position of Tpm1.1 on troponin-free actin filaments and the spatial
arrangement of actin monomers and myosin heads at various mimicked stages of the ATPase cycle in the ghost
muscle fibres. E240 and R244 are located in the C-terminal, seventh actin-binding period, in f and b positions of
the coiled-coil heptapeptide repeat. Actin, Tpm1.1, and myosin subfragment-1 (S1) were fluorescently labeled:
1.5-IAEDANS was attached to actin and S1, 5-IAF was bound to Tpm1.1. The labeled proteins were incorporated
in the ghost muscle fibres and changes in polarized fluorescence during the ATPase cycle have been measured. It
was found that during the ATPase cycle both mutant tropomyosins occupied a position close to the inner domain
of actin. The relative amount of the myosin heads in the strongly-bound conformations and of the switched on
actin monomers increased at mimicking different stages of the ATPase cycle. This might be one of the reasons for
muscle dysfunction in congenital fibre type disproportion caused by the substitutions E240K and R244G in
tropomyosin.

1. Introduction

Tropomyosin is a coiled-coil actin-binding protein involved along
with troponin complex in the regulation of actin-myosin interaction.
According to current concepts, the regulation of actin-myosin interac-
tion by tropomyosin occurs by three stages [1,2]. At low calcium, tro-
pomyosin is located close to the outer domain of actin and together
with troponin complex blocks the sites for strong myosin binding on
actin (“Blocked” or “B-state”). Increasing calcium concentrations from
10−7 to 10−5 M in the sarcoplasm of skeletal muscle fibre leads to an
azimuthal shift of tropomyosin strands towards the inner domain of
actin, to the centre of actin filaments (“Closed” or “C-state”). This
partially opens the sites for strong binding of myosin and in con-
sequence myosin heads can bind not only weakly but also strongly to
actin. This results in a further myosin-induced displacement of tropo-
myosin strands to the inner domain of actin (“M-state”), causing a

cooperative activation of the filament and binding of a larger number of
myosin heads [3]. In the absence of troponin complex the tropomyosin
molecule is localized in the Apo-state position [4], which is near to the
C-position [5,6]. In this state tropomyosin doesn't completely cover the
myosin binding sites on actin and, as a result, myosin heads can bind to
actin. It is a well known phenomenon that in the presence of TM myosin
cooperatively switches the thin filament from the closed to open state.
TM is therefore a dual regulator, which inhibits the actin-activated
myosin ATPase at low myosin to actin ratios but activates it at high
ratios.

To assess the functional role of tropomyosin as an actin-binding
protein a number of mutagenesis studies have been performed (see rev.
[7]). These studies have revealed the importance of individual amino
acid residues in stabilization of the coiled-coil structure and the ability
of the tropomyosin molecule to bind to actin. The structural data have
also shown that the C-terminal region of tropomyosin splits apart to
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form a fork-like structure, which accommodates the N-terminus of the
neighboring tropomyosin molecule in an end-to-end overlap. The spe-
cific structure of the overlap is thought to determine the position tro-
pomyosin chains assume on the actin filament [8,9].

To date a large number of mutations in tropomyosin associated with
human congenital myopathies have been identified. The most frequent
myopathies are cases of nemaline myopathy (NM), congenital fibre type
disproportion (CFTD), distal arthrogryposis (DA), and cap-disease (CD).
The CFTD is a genetically heterogeneous disease which is manifested in
fibre type 1 hypotrophy relative the type 2B fibres, contractures and
muscle weakness. Most CFTD-causing mutations were found in TPM3
gene encoding tropomyosin expressed in slow skeletal muscle
(Tpm3.12). Among them are substitutions E241K and R245G located in
the C-terminal domain of Tpm3.12 [10,11]. However, when introduced
into TPM1 gene the mutations impair in vitro functions of fast skeletal
Tpm1.1 in a way that is consistent with the effects observed in myo-
pathy patients [11]. This suggests that the regions affected by muta-
tions share similar functions in both TM isoforms.

The main goal of the present study was to investigate the effect of
two substitutions, E240K and R244G, in the recombinant tropomyosin
of fast skeletal muscle (Tpm1.1) on changes in position of TM and the
response of the myosin heads and actin to TM movement during the
ATPase cycle. The substituted sites are equivalent to the sites of mu-
tations found in Tpm3.12 of myopathy patients. Using the method of
polarized fluorimetry we have investigated the effects of both sub-
stitutions in Tpm1.1 on the mobility of actin, myosin subfragment 1,
and tropomyosin in the ghost fibres in the absence of troponin upon
simulated different stages of the actomyosin ATPase cycle. It was found
that TM-E240K and TM-R244G predominantly occupy the position,
which is close to the inner domain of actin (nearby from M-position)
and increase the amount of the myosin heads which are in the strong-
binding states. Each mutation decreases the amplitude of the tilting of
the myosin SH1 helix (or the myosin head) during the ATPase cycle,
which indicates a reduction of the efficiency of the cross-bridge cycle in
the muscle fibres. It was shown that Tpm1.1 with the substitutions
inhibits the actomyosin ATPase activity stronger than the wild type
tropomyosin. The results allow us to suggest that localization of tro-
pomyosins' mutants near actin inner domain during the different states
of the ATPase cycle and an abnormal response of actomyosin to tro-
pomyosin movement could also take place in the case of Tpm3.12
carrying the same substitutions and, consequently, could be one of the
reasons of muscle dysfunction development in affected patients.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Preparation and labeling of proteins

Myosin was separated from mixed type skeletal muscles of rabbits as
described by Margossian and Lowey [12]. Myosin subfragment-1 (S1)
was prepared by treatment of the skeletal muscle myosin with α-chy-
motrypsin for 10min at 25 °C according to Okamoto and Sekine [12].
Modification of the reactive residue Cys707 of S1 with 1,5-IAEDANS
(Molecular Probes, actin-AEDANS) was carried out as described pre-
viously [13]. The degree of Cys707 modification was 0.90–0.95.

G-actin was isolated from the acetone powder of rabbit skeletal
muscle with the use of Spudich and Watt method [14]. Actin was la-
beled at Cys374 with N-(iodoacetaminoethyl)-1-naphthyl-amine-5-sul-
fonic acid (1,5-IAEDANS, Molecular Probes, actin-AEDANS) by the fol-
lowing protocol. F-actin (2 mg/ml) was mixed with a 10-fold molar
excess of 1,5-IAEDANS in 0.1M KC1, 1mM MgCl2 and 20mM Tris-HCl
buffer, pH 7.0 at room temperature for 1 h. The reaction was terminated
by the addition of 1mM DTT (dithiothreitol). The solution was cen-
trifuged at 100,000× g at 20 °C for 1 h. The pellet was dissolved in K-
Mg buffer (50mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, and 10mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.0) and dialyzed exhaustively against the same buffer solution. The
concentration of labeled actin was determined from the absorbance at

595 nm using the Coomassie protein assay reagent. The absorption
coefficient of 6100M−1cm−1 at 336 nm for 1,5-IAEDANS bound to
actin was used [14]. The labelling ratio was 0.9.

Recombinant wild type and mutant Tpm1.1 carrying E240K and
R244G substitutions were expressed in BL21 (DE3) cells and purified as
described before [15]. All tropomyosins had an extension of two ad-
ditional amino acids (AlaSer), which compensated for the reduced af-
finity of recombinant non-acetylated skeletal TM to F-actin. TM la-
beling with 5-IAF (Sigma, the USA) at Cys190 was performed as
described previously [16,17], producing a probe to protein molar ratio
0.8:1.

2.2. Preparation of ghost fibres

The experiments were performed at the animal care facility of the
Institute of Cytology RAS. Adult male New Zealand white rabbits
(3–4 kg) were killed by sodium pentobarbitone injection (200mg/kg)
in accordance with the official regulations of the community council on
the use of laboratory animals, and the study was approved by the ethics
committee for animal experiments. The psoas muscle was exposed
ventrally and a bundle of about 100 fibres was gently separated from
the muscle. The fibres were glycerinated using the method of Rome
[18]. Ghost fibres were prepared by incubation of single glycerinated
skeletal fibres for 1.5 h in 800mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 10mM ATP,
67mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0 [9]. Actin accounted for 80% of the
overall protein content of the ghost fibres (Fig. 1).

Reconstruction of actin filaments with exogenous G-actin was per-
formed according to the procedures described previously in detail. It
has been shown that G-actin both modified with 1,5-IAEDANS and
unmodified polymerizes in ghost muscle fibres equally well, through
the formation of new filaments and the extension of existing actin fi-
laments [19] The degree of incorporation (30–80%) had no effect on
the conformational changes in actin induced by S1 [19].

S1 and TM were incorporated into the actin filaments by incubation
of the fibre in a standard solution containing 50mМ KCl, 3 mМ MgCl2,
1 mМ DTT, 10mМ Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, and the respective protein in
concentration 1.0–2.5mg/ml. The unbound proteins were washed out
by incubation of the fibres in the same buffer devoid of proteins.

The effectiveness of reconstitution of the filaments in ghost muscle
fibres used for fluorescent measurements was verified by SDS-PAGE.
The fibres in the final preparations contained actin, S1, recombinant
TM and Z-line proteins. The molar ratio of TM-WT or mutant TMs to
actin was 1:6.5 (± 2) irrespectively of whether TMs were modified by
5-IAF or not. In the absence of nucleotides and in the presence of
MgADP, MgAMP-PNP, and MgATP the molar ratios of S1 to actin were

Fig. 1. SDS-PAGE of skinned muscle fibres (MF) and ghost fibres (GF). For each band
10–12 fibres were used. 12% PAA gel was used.
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1:5 (± 2), 1:5 (± 2), 1:8 (± 2), and 1:14 (± 2), respectively.

2.3. ATPase activity measurements

The actomyosin ATPase activity has been analyzed at 220 by fol-
lowing inorganic phosphate release rate. The analysis was carried out in
96-well microtiter plates in a solution containing 12mМ Tris-HCl (pH
6.0), 2.5 mМ MgCl2, 5 mМ KСl, 0.4 mМ CaCl2, and 2mМ DTT. The
reaction was initiated by adding Mg-ATP to the final concentration
2mM and terminated after 3min. by adding 3.3% SDS and 30mM
EDTA. The amount of inorganic phosphate released was determined
colorimetrically by the method described in Ref. [20].

2.4. Determination of tropomyosin affinity for F-actin

Tropomyosin binding to actin was studied by a cosedimentation
assay as described earlier [21]. The assay samples were composed of
7 μM filamentous F-actin, 0.5 μM S1 and Tpm1.1 at concentrations
varying from 0.25 to 4 μM in 12mМ Tris-HCl (pH 6.0), 2.5 mМ MgCl2,
5 mМ KСl, 0.4 mМ CaCl2, 2 mМ DTT and 2mM ATP. F-actin and tro-
pomyosins were mixed, incubated at room temperature for 0.5 h. S1
and ATP were added and the smaples were immediately ultra-
centrifuged for 1 h at 40,000 rpm in Beckman rotor 42.2. The compo-
sition of the proteins in pellets were examined on 10% SDS-PAGE. The
gels were stained with Coomassie Blue, scanned and quantitated using
EasyDens (Cortex Nova, Bydgoszcz, Poland) software. Fractional sa-
turation of actin filaments with tropomyosin at each tropomyosin
concentration was obtained by dividing the tropomyosin electro-
phoretic band density by actin density. The experimental points were fit
in SigmaPlot 12.5 (Systat Software Inc.) to the following Hill equation:

v= n[TM]αHK50%/(1+[TM]αHK50%
αH)

where v – fraction of tropomyosin bound to actin; n – fractional sa-
turation of the filament with tropomyosin; [TM] – concentration of
tropomyosin; K50% – half maximal saturation; αH – Hill cooperativity
coefficient.

2.5. Polarized light measurements

Steady-state fluorescence polarization measurements on single
ghost muscle fibres (GF) were made using a flow-through chamber and
polarized fluorimeter [22]. The polarized fluorescence from 1,5-IAE-
DANS-labeled S1 and IAEDANS-labeled actin was excited at
407 ± 5 nm, and from 5-IAF-labeled tropomyosin, at 436 ± 5 nm and
recorded at 500–600 nm. The intensities of four components of polar-
ized fluorescence, ||I||, ||I⊥, ⊥I⊥, and ⊥I||, were detected by two photo-
multiplier tubes. The subscripts || and ⊥ designate the direction of
polarization parallel and perpendicular to the fibre axis, the former
denoting the direction of polarization of the incident light and the latter
that of the emitted light. Fluorescence polarization ratios were defined
as:

P|| = (||I|| - ||I⊥/(||I|| + ||I⊥) and P⊥ = (⊥I⊥-⊥I||)/(⊥I⊥+⊥I||).

Fluorescent probes bound to the proteins in muscle fibre arrange in
the highly ordered manner that results in the appearance of polarized
fluorescence and allows us to determine the average orientation of the
probes and their mobility. According to the helix plus isotropic model
[22], the absorption and emission of light is accomplished by linear,
completely anisotropic dipoles of absorption (A) and emission (E). The
axes of dipoles of the ordered probes are arranged in a spiral along the
surface of the cone, the axis of which coincides with the long axis of the
thin filament. There are two populations of fluorophores in the muscle
fibre – the population of randomly distributed fluorophores (N) or-
iented at the magic angle of 54.7°, and the population of fluorophores
located in a spiral (1–N) at an angle not equal to 54.7°. Fluorophores

with the magic angle 54.7° are not included in the population of the
orderly oriented fluorophores (1–N), and are considered as randomly
oriented (contributing to N).

The thin filament is flexible with the maximal angle of deviation
from the fibre axis θ1/2 [30]. The values of ΦA, ΦE and sin2θ fit by
mathematical analysis to give the best agreement with the observed
values of the ratios ⊥I⊥/||I||, ||I⊥/||I|| and ⊥I||/||I|| [22,23]. The number of
completely disordered probes N indicates the mobility of the labeled
protein. The character of the ΦA and ΦE changes coincides with each
other, so the only one of these values is presented when analyzing the
results.

We measured the position of the maximum of the fluorescence
spectrum in all the experiments with an accuracy of 0.3 nm, and did not
find any reliable shifts of the spectrum of the proteins modified by 5-IAF
or 1,5-IAEDANS. Based on these data we concluded that the registered
changes in polarized fluorescence reflected mainly the changes in or-
ientation and mobility of the probe-containing areas of the proteins. In
the study it is suggested that the changes in the values of ΦE and θ1/2
contain qualitative information on a magnitude and direction of the
spatial rearrangements of the proteins or their parts.

Measurements were carried out in solutions containing 1mM DTT,
6.7 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, in the absence or presence of 3mM
ADP, 16mM AMP-PNP or 5mM ATP. The concentration of MgCl2 was
3mM when experimental medium contained ADP or no nucleotides,
8 mM in the presence of ATP, and 18mM in the presence of AMP-PNP
[24].

The data were obtained from 6 to 8 fibres for each experiment
(60–80 measurements). Statistically significant differences between two
groups were determined using an unpaired Student's t-test, with sig-
nificance defined as P < 0.05. The software (designed in our labora-
tory or Sigma Plot 11; System Software, San Jose, CA) intended for the
analysis of polarized fluorescence provided the determination of the
reliability of the obtained data.

3. Results

To understand the obtained results and their interpretation pre-
sented below, it is necessary to consider the following important points.
The dipoles of the probes attached covalently to actin (Ac), myosin
subfragment-1 (S1), and tropomyosin (TM) are set at the angles de-
noted asФE to the axis of muscle fibre/thin filament as shown in Fig. 2A
and B.

The scheme in Fig. 2A shows that 1,5-IAEDANS covalently bound to
Cys707 of myosin S1 (S1-AEDANS) and 5-IAF covalently bound to
Cys190 of tropomyosin are directed at the angle ФЕ (it has different
value for each of the probes). When myosin head binds strongly or
weakly to actin, the value of the angle ФЕ decreases or increases, re-
spectively. Similarly, tropomyosin's azimuthal movement toward the
centre (O-state) or the periphery (C-state) of F-actin leads to an increase
or decrease of ФЕ, respectively (Fig. 2A). In fact, changes in the values
of ФЕ related tothe tropomyosin movement cannot take place if changes
in tropomyosin radius from thin filament axis do not occur. The model
of F-actin-tropomyosin complex has shown that tropomyosin is bound
to F-actin at a radius of 39 Å [25]. A comparison of atomic coordinates
of tropomyosin and EM-reconstructions of F-actin-tropomyosin-tro-
ponin complex has shown that the radius is different in the absence and
presence of calcium (from 40 to 42 Å [26]). It is likely that changes in
the radius also occur in the absence of troponin and calcium, which are
reflected in the changes of ФЕ. Finally, the switching of Ac-AEDANS
from OFF to ON states leads to an increase in the value of ФЕ (Fig. 2B).

3.1. The effects of E240K and R244G substitutions in tropomyosin on the
mobility and the flexibility of actin filaments

In line with our previously published data [27–29], the incorpora-
tion of IAEDANS-labeled actin into ghost fibres (Ac-AEDANS) initiated
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polarized fluorescence. The P|| values were uniformly lower than P⊥
values, thus showing that the emission dipoles of IAEDANS were or-
iented predominantly perpendicular to the fibre axis (Table 1). When
the helix plus isotropic model (see Materials and methods) was fitted to
the fluorescence polarization data for Ac-AEDANS, the values of the
angle ΦE and θ1/2 were found to be 51° and 6.6°, respectively (Fig. 3a

and b). The relative amount of disordered probes (N) did not exceed
0.2, showing a rigid binding of the probes to their target proteins and a
highly-ordered arrangement of F-actin in the fibres. Similar values of ΦE

and θ1/2 were obtained earlier [27–29]. Since 1.5-IAEDANS binds
covalently to Cys374 in actin subdomain-1, the values of ΦE (the angle
between the filament axis and the emission dipole) and θ1/2 (the

Fig. 2. Cartoons explaining changes in angle ФE for S1-AEDANS and TM-AF (A) and actin-AEDANS (B). See explanation in the text. The double-headed arrows reflect the emission dipoles
of the probes. Green ovals show myosin-binding sites on actin monomer. Yellow arrow shows a rotation of actin subunit upon activation. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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flexural rigidity) contain information about spatial arrangement and
flexibility of the filament.

It is believed that among pure actin filaments there are two actin
populations that have different structural and functional properties:
those that are favorable for the activation of the ATPase of the myosin
heads (constituted by the switched ON monomers) and those that are
non-activating (consisting from the switched OFF monomers). These
two actin populations are in equilibrium. Myosin, tropomyosin, and
troponin (in the Ca2+-dependent manner) are able to shift this balance
to increase or decrease the relative amount of the switched ON actin
monomers [29–31]. According to the published data [29], attachment
of wild type Tpm1.1 to F-actin causes a change of a certain number of
actin monomers from “ON” to “OFF” structural state. In other words, an
increased number of actin monomers loses the ability to activate the
myosin ATPase [32]. It is suggested that the change is accompanied by
actin subdomain-1 rotation toward the centre of thin filament, that
leads to a decrease of ФE and increase of θ1/2 angles of 1,5-IAEDANS
bound covalently with Cys374 of actin subdomain-1 [29].

According to Fig. 3a, the binding of wild-type tropomyosin (TM-
WT) to Ac-AEDANS decreases the ФE angle from 510 to 50.10

(P < 0.05) and increases actin filament flexibility (θ1/2) by ∼4%
(P < 0.05). As indicated above, such changes correlate with both the
reduction of the proportion of the switched “ON” actin monomers in F-
actin and the transition of actin monomers to “OFF” structural state
[29]. In contrast to TM-WT, the E240K and R244G tropomyosins in-
creased slightly the ФE value for Ac-AEDANS, probably inhibiting the
ON-OFF transition. The flexibility of actin filament in the presence of
TM-R244G or TM-E240K slightly decrease (Fig. 3b). Consequently, the
wild-type tropomyosin decreased the relative amount of switched ON

actin monomers, which is accompanied by a decrease in the angle of ФE

for Ac-AEDANS (Fig. 3a). This can be explained by a shift in the equi-
librium toward a decrease in the activated filaments [29]. On the
contrary, the mutant tropomyosins slightly increased the relative
amount of switched ON actin monomers.

It is known that the addition of myosin-ADP or rigor myosin to actin
increases the relative amount of the switched ON actin monomers [30],
which is accompanied by an increase in the angle ФE [26]. Our data
showed that attachment of S1 to Ac-AEDANS increased the angle ФE by
4.10 and θ1/2 by 0.30 (P < 0.05) in the presence of TM-WT (Fig. 3),
which switched ON certain amount of actin monomers. This reflects the
formation of a strong form of binding between actin and myosin heads.
Increasing the ФE angle for Ac-AEDANS, decorated by tropomyosin
with the substitutions E240K and R244G, amounted to 3.10 (by∼ 25%
less than in the control). The latter was probably due to the fact that the
presence of substitutions in tropomyosin affected the relative amount of
switched ON actin monomers [32]. These data do not contradict pre-
vious observations [15] showing that the mutations inhibit tropomyo-
sin's ability for cooperative activation of F-actin. The E240K and R244G
mutations most likely increase the amount of the switched ON actin
monomers in the absence of S1. In the presence of the myosin heads and
in the absence of nucleotides the values for ФE are somewhat higher
and θ1/2 are lower than for control tropomyosin (Fig. 3).

A similar conclusion was reached in the experiments with MgADP
bound to S1. In the presence of MgADP the values of ФE and θ1/2 were
higher by 0.80 and lower by 0.30 (P < 0.05) for the R244G mutant
tropomyosin, compared to control tropomyosin (Fig. 3a). That may
reflect an increase in the relative number of myosin heads that are in
the strong-binding state [30].

Table 1
The effect of myosin S1 and nucleotides on the polarization ratios, P|| and P⊥, of 1,5-IAEDANS bound to Cys374 of actin in ghost fibres in the presence of wilt-type tropomyosin (TM-WT),
tropomyosin with substitution E240K (TM-E240K) or with substitution R244G (TM-R244G), at simulated stages of ATP hydrolysis cycle. For simulation of few steps of the ATPase cycle
the myosin S1, nucleotides of their absence were used.

Nucleotide S1 TM-WT TM- E240K TM- R244G P||± SEM P⊥±SEM

– – + – – 0.265 ± 0.004 0.183 ± 0.004
– – + – *0.265 ± 0.003 *0.189 ± 0.002
– – – + *0.267 ± 0.002 *0.179 ± 0.004
+ + – – 0.198 ± 0.004 0.232 ± 0.004
+ – + – *0.191 ± 0.003 *0.236 ± 0.002
+ – – + 0.169 ± 0.002 *0.238 ± 0.002

ADP + + – – 0.184 ± 0.003 0.242 ± 0.002
+ – + – *0.188 ± 0.003 0.232 ± 0.002
+ – – + 0.157 ± 0.003 *0.243 ± 0.003

AMP-PNP + + – – 0.210 ± 0.002 0.214 ± 0.002
+ – + – 0.215 ± 0.001 0.199 ± 0.003
+ – – + 0.195 ± 0.002 *0.216 ± 0.003

ATP + + – – 0.246 ± 0.003 0.181 ± 0.002
+ – + – *0.249 ± 0.003 0.165 ± 0.003
+ – – + *0.244 ± 0.003 *0.178 ± 0.003

P|| and P⊥ ratios were calculated from four intensities of polarized fluorescence, as described in Materials and Methods, in the absence or presence of nucleotides, myosin S1, and TMs. 6–8
ghost fibres were used in the experiments. Error indicates ± SEM. The + and - signs mean the presence or absence nucleotides, S1, and TMs. Unreliable differences are indicated by
asterisk (*). The P-values of< 0.05 were accepted as statistically significant.

Fig. 3. The values of the angles ФE (a) and Θ1/2 (b) of the
polarized fluorescence from 1,5-IAEDANS bound to Cys374
of actin (Actin-AEDANS) in ghost muscle fibres, actin de-
corated by wild-type tropomyosin (TM-WT; as control) or
tropomyosins with substitution E240K (TM-E240K) or
R244G (TM-R244G) in the absence or presence S1 and
nucleotides ADP, AMP-PNP, and ATP. ФE is the angle be-
tween the emission dipole of the probe and the filament
axis; Θ1/2 is the angle between the filament axis and
muscle fibre axis (see Materials and Methods). The data
represent means of 6–8 ghost fibres for each experimental
condition (see Table 1). Statistically insignificant changes
(P < 0.05), compared with the results of the control group,
are indicated by “ns”.
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In the presence of MgATP the value of ФE for Ac*-TM-E240K was
lower than for Ac*-TM-WT (the ФE value for Ac*-TM-E240K were lower
by 0.50 (P < 0.05), than for Ac*-TM-WT, Fig. 3a). This means that in
the presence of TM-E240K the proportion of switched OFF monomers in
F-actin in the presence of MgATP was slightly higher than in the pre-
sence of TM-WT. In contrast, under similar conditions there was small
difference between Ac*-TM-R244G and Ac*-TM-WT (Fig. 3).

Thus, in the absence of myosin, the E240K and R244G mutant tro-
pomyosins shift towards the blocked position and inhibit the switching
of actin monomers OFF (this effect is higher for R244G then for E240K).
When modeling the different intermediate states of the ATPase cycle,
the mutants increased the relative amount of activated actin monomers
(except for the mutation R240G in the presence of MgAMP-PNP or
MgATP). That may reflect an increase in the relative number of myosin
heads that are in the strong-binding state [30]. It can be expected that
such changes in the functional state of the filament can affect both the
rate of ATP hydrolysis and the elementary steps of the cross-bridge
cycle (delete).

3.2. The effects of E240K and R244G substitutions on spatial arrangement
and flexibility of tropomyosin on actin filaments

Consistent with our earlier findings [28,29,33,34], the binding of 5-
IAF-labeled recombinant TM (AF-TM) to F-actin into ghost fibres in-
itiated polarized fluorescence. The P|| values were lower than P⊥ values
thus showing that the emission dipoles of 5-IAF are predominantly
perpendicular to the fibre axis (Table 2).

Earlier we have shown that tropomyosin movement over actin do-
mains is described more precisely, if the values of corrected angle ФE

(ФE corr.), which take into account the values of ФE for Ac-AEDANS
obtained under similar experimental conditions, are used for tropo-
myosin [28,33,35]. In the present study we also introduced similar
corrections to the values of ФE for TM-AF (WT, E240K, and R244G).

As shown in Fig. 4a, in the absence of S1 and nucleotides the value
of ФE corr. for TM-WT-AF is 55.8°. Under the same conditions the R244G
tropomyosin had slightly increased values of ФE corr. (by 0.30,
P < 0.05) as compared to the wild-type tropomyosin (in the case of
E240K-TM the changes were not significant). In our previous works
[28,34] and here (Fig. 4a) the character of the changes in the ФE corr.

value for 5-IAF-labeled tropomyosin was considered as being correlated
with the azimuthal shift of tropomyosin strands observed in electron
microscopy studies of the regulation of the actin-myosin interaction by
tropomyosin [36]. An increase in the ФE corr. value was correlated with
the azimuthal shift of tropomyosin strands towards the outer domain of

actin, while a decrease in this value with the shift of tropomyosin to the
inner domain of actin. According to our data (Fig. 4a), the ФEcorr. values
for all tropomyosins were very similar, showing that tropomyosins lo-
cated near the closed position [37].

The E240K mutant tropomyosin proved to be more rigid in com-
parison with the wild type tropomyosin (the value of θ1/2 was lower for
E240K by 0.60, P < 0.05). The θ1/2 values for the wild-type and R244G
mutant tropomyosins did not differ from each other (Fig. 4b), showing
similar flexibility of these tropomyosins in the filaments.

S1 binding to F-actin containing the wild-type or the mutant tro-
pomyosins led to the essential decrease in the ФE corr and θ1/2 values
(Fig. 4). For wild type-TM the values of ФE corr. decreased by 3.20 (from
55.80 to 52.60; P < 0.05), while the changes in ФE corr. for E240K or
R244G tropomyosin were decreased by 3.70 (from 55.90 to 52.20or
from 56.10 to 52.40, respectively; P < 0.01) (Fig. 4a). According to the
previously published data [28,33] such difference suggested that S1
binding to the thin filament moved tropomyosin mutants further to-
ward the inner domain of actin than TM-WT. In the presence of MgADP,
simulating strong-binding state between actin and myosin S1, the value
of ФE corr. was increased by 0.20 (from 52.60 to 52.80; P < 0.05) for
TM-WT and by 0.40 for TM-E240K (from 52.20 to 52.60; P < 0.05),
while ФE corr. for TM-R244G was decreased by 0.20 (from 52.40 to
52.20; P < 0.05). Addition of MgAMP-PNP, a non-hydrolysable analog
of ATP, to this model system did not cause any significant changes in
the values of ФE corr. (data not shown).

In contrast, in the presence of MgATP, simulating the weak-binding
state of actomyosin [32,38], there were differences among the values of
ФE corr. for TM-AF, TM-E240K and TM-R244G, which increased by 2.00,
2.40, and 1.00, respectively (from 52.60 to 54.60, from 52.20 to 54.60,
and from 52.40 to 53.40, respectively; P < 0.05). Analyzing these data
we can assume that both the E240K and R244G break tropomyosin's
ability to move toward the outer domain of actin during the ATPase
cycle. The ability of tropomyosin to shift to the outer actin domain was
suggested earlier by electron microscopy [37]. It is possible that ab-
normal positions of E240K and R244G tropomyosins is one of the rea-
sons for an increased amount of strongly-bound myosin heads during
the simulated stages of the ATPase cycle (see below).

As shown in Fig. 4b, the values of θ1/2, reflecting flexibility of tro-
pomyosin, were not significantly different between TM-E240K and TM-
WT (except the stage Ac-TM* where the flexibility of TM-E240K was
lower than the flexibility of TM-WT), while the difference between TM-
R244G and TM-WT was significant (except the stage Ac-TM*, where
significant difference between the values of these tropomyosins was not
found). In contrast, in the presence of S1 and nucleotides R244G

Table 2
The effect of myosin S1 and nucleotides on the polarization ratios, P|| and P⊥, of 5-IAF bound to Cys190 of wild-type tropomyosin (TM-WT), tropomyosin with substitution E240K (TM-
E240K) or with substitution R244G (TM-R244G) on the actin filaments in ghost fibres in the absence or presence of myosin heads (S1) and nucleotides (ADP, AMP-PNP, ATP).

Nucleotide S1 TM-WT TM-E240K TM-R244G P||± SEM P⊥±SEM

– – + – – 0.130 ± 0.001 0.206 ± 0.002
– – + – 0.107 ± 0.001 *0.202 ± 0.002
– – – + 0.123 ± 0.001 0.212 ± 0.001
+ + – – 0.104 ± 0.002 0.198 ± 0.001
+ – + – 0.093 ± 0.001 0.195 ± 0.001
+ – – + *0.105 ± 0.002 0.223 ± 0.001

ADP + + – – 0.095 ± 0.001 0.159 ± 0.001
+ – + – *0.094 ± 0.001 0.162 ± 0.001
+ – – + 0.099 ± 0.002 0.185 ± 0.001

AMP-PNP + + – – 0.099 ± 0.002 0.140 ± 0.001
+ – + – *0.099 ± 0.001 *0.142 ± 0.001
+ – – + 0.108 ± 0.002 0.168 ± 0.001

ATP + + – – 0.118 ± 0.003 0.200 ± 0.002
+ – + – 0.098 ± 0.003 0.226 ± 0.003
+ – – + 0.112 ± 0.002 0.231 ± 0.003

P|| and P⊥ ratios were calculated from four intensities of polarized fluorescence, as described in Materials and Methods, in the absence or presence of nucleotides, myosin S1, and TMs. 6–8
ghost fibres were used in the experiments. Error indicates ± SEM. The + and - signs mean the presence or absence nucleotides, S1, and TMs. Unreliable differences are indicated by
asterisk (*). The P-values of< 0.05 were accepted as statistically significant.
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tropomyosin strands showed greater flexibility than TM-WT.
Thus, in the absence of myosin, both mutations in tropomyosin

slightly shift the tropomyosin strands to the outer domain of actin.
Conversely, at modeling of the strong-binding of myosin to actin (in the
presence of MgADP or in the absence of nucleotides), both mutations
cause a noticeable shift of tropomyosin strands to the inner domain of
actin. In the presence of MgATP, the displacement of tropomyosin to
the inner domain of actin was detected only for the R244G tropo-
myosin. The position of the E240K mutant tropomyosin did not differ
from that of the wild type tropomyosin under these conditions.

3.3. The effects of the substitutions E240K and R244G in tropomyosin on
spatial arrangement and mobility of myosin subfragment-1

In line with our earlier findings [28,29,33], the binding of 1,5-
IAEDANS-labeled S1 (AEDANS-S1) to F-actin initiated polarized fluor-
escence. The P|| values were higher than P⊥ values thus showing that
the emission dipoles of 5-IAF was predominantly parallel to the fibre
axis (Table 3). The relative amount of disordered probes (N) did not
exceed 0.30 for S1-AEDANS, showing a rigid binding of the probes to
their target proteins and a highly-ordered arrangement of S1 in the fi-
bres. This allowed studying effects of substitutions introduced in the C-
terminal region of skeletal tropomyosin on orientations of the myosin
heads and their binding to F-actin during the ATPase cycle. The absence
of nucleotides mimicked the АМ state of the actomyosin complex.
MgADP, MgAMP-PNP, and MgATP were used for mimicking inter-
mediate states of actomyosin, AMˆ·ADP, AM*·ADP, and AM**·ADP·Pi,
respectively [24,39], where А is actin and M, Mˆ, M* and M** are
various conformational states of the myosin head. As the proteins of
muscle system seem to be in a rapid dynamic equilibrium [40], the
intermediate states described here in fact may be representatives of

different mixtures of a smaller number of sub-states with one of the sub-
states prevailing. As it was impossible to resolve the mixture of sub-
states in our steady-state experiments, we assumed that in the absence
of nucleotides and in the presence of MgADP, MgAMP-PNP or MgATP
the strong-binding and weak-binding states were simulated [29].

It was shown earlier that addition of tropomyosin,
troponin ± Ca2+ and mutations in tropomyosin can shift the dynamic
equilibrium between the intermediate states of actomyosin [40] to-
wards predominant formation of the strong-binding or weak-binding
conformational states [29,33]. Here we have obtained such an effect.
The E240K and R244G mutant tropomyosins shift the equilibrium in a
way that favors the formation of the strong-binding conformation states
during the ATPase cycle.

According to Fig. 5a, the values of ФE and the proportion of ran-
domly oriented fluorophores N (see Material and methods) for S1-AE-
DANS in the absence or presence of each variant of tropomyosin (TM-
WT, TM-E240K, and TM-R244G) during simulated stages of ATP hy-
drolysis cycle were different. The value of ФE for S1-AEDANS in its
complex with F-actin formed in the absence of tropomyosin and nu-
cleotides (simulated strong binding, AM state) was close to 43.30. At-
tachment of TM-WT to the decorated F-actin caused a small reduction
in ФE by 0.30 (from 43.30 to 43.00; P < 0.05), while TM-E240K and
TM-R244G decreased the angle by 0.60 and 0.40 (P < 0.05), respec-
tively (from 43.30 to 42.70 and to 42.90). At the same time the pro-
portion of randomly oriented fluorophores bound to S1 (N) was also
significantly changed in the presence of TM-WT (an increase by 0.013
rel.ative u.nits), but it was even more increased (by 0.033 and 0.044 rel.
u., P < 0.05) in the presence of TM-E240K and TM-R244G. Thus, all
tropomyosins markedly affected the values of ФE and N. Such changes
in ФE and N parameters can be interpreted as an increase in the amount
of the strongly bound myosin heads (a rise in the proportion of the

Fig. 4. The values of the angles ФE (a) and Θ1/2 (b) of the
polarized fluorescence from 5-IAF bound to Cys190 of the
Tpm1.1 tropomyosins (WT/E240K/R244G) (TM-AF) on F-
actin in the absence or presence S1 and nucleotides, ADP,
AMP-PNP, and ATP. ФE is the angle between the emission
dipole of the probe and the filament axis; Θ1/2 is the angle
between the filament axis and muscle fibre axis (see
Materials and Methods). The data represent means of 6–8
ghost fibres for each experimental condition (see Table 2).
Statistically insignificant changes (P < 0.05), compared
with the results of the control group, are indicated by “ns”.

Table 3
The polarization ratios (P|| and P⊥) of 1,5-IAEDANS bound to Cys707 of myosin S1 on actin filaments in the absence and presence of nucleotides (ADP, AMP-PNP, or ATP), tropomyosins
of wild-type (TM-WT) and with substitution E240K (TM-E240K) or R244G (TM-R244G).

Nucleotide TM-WT TM- E240K TM-R244G P||± SEM P⊥±SEM

- – – – 0.394 ± 0.001 −0.043 ± 0.004
+ – – 0.400 ± 0.002 −0.038 ± 0.004
– + – 0.408 ± 0.001 −0.029 ± 0.002
– – + *0.404 ± 0.002 −0.018 ± 0.004

ADP + – – 0.417 ± 0.004 −0.002 ± 0.004
– + – 0.427 ± 0.001 −0.016 ± 0.005
– – + 0.435 ± 0.002 −0.035 ± 0.004

AMP-PNP + – – 0.395 ± 0.004 0.049 ± 0.005
– + – *0.396 ± 0.005 0.033 ± 0.005
– – + 0.414 ± 0.004 0.013 ± 0.004

ATP + – – 0.375 ± 0.006 0.128 ± 0.006
– + – 0.414 ± 0.006 0.013 ± 0.006
– – + *0.383 ± 0.005 0.114 ± 0.004

P|| and P⊥ ratios were calculated from four intensities of polarized fluorescence, as described in Materials and Methods, in the absence or presence of nucleotides, and TMs. 6–8 ghost
fibres were used in the experiments. Error indicates ± SEM. The + and - signs mean the presence or absence nucleotides and TMs. Unreliable differences are indicated by asterisk (*).
The P-values of< 0.05 were accepted as statistically significant.
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myosin heads in conformations corresponding to the AM and/or
AMˆ·ADP states) in the ghost muscle fibres [29]. As mutations in tro-
pomyosin caused an increase in the changes of the polarization fluori-
metry parameters, it can be assumed that the mutations increased the
amount of the myosin heads in the strong-binding conformation (in the
AM and/or AMˆ·ADP state).

At simulating the strong-binding state of actomyosin in the presence
of MgADP (AMˆ·ADP state), ФE and N values for S1-AEDANS on F-actin-
TM-WT filaments were decreased by 0.60 (from 43.00 to 42.40;
P < 0.05) and increased by 0.048 rel. u. (from 0.295 to 0.343;
P < 0.05), respectively, while for S1-AEDANS on F-actin-TM-E240K
and F-actin-TM-R244G the angle of ФE was decreased by 0.80 (from
42.70 to 41.90; P < 0.05) and 1.40, respectively (from 42.90 to 41.50;
P < 0.05). The values of N increased by 0.027 (from 0.315 to 0.342;
P < 0.05) and by 0.016 (from 0.326 to 0.342; P < 0.05) for F-actin-
TM-E240K and F-actin-TM-R244G (Fig. 5). Since under the influence of
MgADP the decrease in the parameter ФE was larger and the increase in
the parameter N smaller in the presence of the mutant tropomyosins
than withthe wild type tropomyosin, it can be assumed that the mu-
tations in tropomyosin promoted the formation of AMˆ·ADP state (e.i.
the amount of actomyosin in AMˆ·ADP state was larger than in the
presence of the wild type tropomyosin). The appearance of myosin
heads strongly bound to F-actin at mimicking of AM*·ADP and
AM**·ADP·Pi states (in the presence of MgAMP-PNP and MgATP) can
be assumed. Indeed, in the presence of the mutant tropomyosins the
values of ΦE and N were lower than in the presence of the wild-type
tropomyosin (Fig. 5).

Consequently, in the muscle fibre containing the mutant tropo-
myosin the relative number of the myosin heads strongly bound to actin
was increased [29].

As it has been shown in previous studies [28,29,41], when the
MgADP is replaced by MgATP (see Material and Methods) a decrease in
the amount of the myosin heads strongly bound to F-actin takes place.
According to Fig. 5, the values of ФE and N for the control fibres gra-
dually increased when MgADP was replaced by MgATP (mimicking a
transition from AMˆ·ADP to AM**·ADP·Pi state): ФE and N increased by
0.90 and 0.013 rel. u. (P < 0.05) in the presence of MgAMP-PNP and
by 2.80 and 0.198 rel. u. (P < 0.05) in the presence of MgATP. Despite
such changes in the presence of E240K and R244G tropomyosins the
rise in the values of ФE and N was lower than for the control group. The
increase in the parameters for S1-AEDANS in the presence of TM-E240K
and TM-R244G, respectively, was by 20 and 2.60 for ФE (from 41.90 to
43.90 and from 41.50 to 44.10; P < 0.05) and by 0.094 and 0.107 rel.
u. for N (from 0.436 to 0.342 rel. u. and from 0.449 to 0.342 rel. u.;
P < 0.05).

In our steady-state experimental conditions in the presence of
MgATP at each time, most (but not all) of the myosin heads are in the
AM**·ATP·Pi conformation, but there are some myosin heads in other
intermediate states (for example in the AM or/and AMˆ·ADP con-
formation). The relative amount of the latter heads can change under
the influence of tropomyosin [29,33]. Accordingly, an increase in the

parameters of N and ФЕ in the presence of the mutant tropomyosins
may be interpreted as showing a decrease in the amount of the myosin
heads in conformation corresponding to the AM**ADP·Pi statedue to an
increase in the number of the myosin heads in conformations corre-
sponding to the AM or/and AMˆ·ADP states.

The above conclusion is in a good agreement with the changes of the
N parameter observed in these experiments (Fig. 5b). Since the decrease
in the value of N may reflect an increase in the stiffness of the myosin
S1 binding to F-actin and/or tropomyosin [34], the decreased values of
N for the filaments containing the mutant tropomyosins in the presence
of MgAMP-PNP or MgATP (Fig. 5b) can be explained by a decrease in
the amount of the myosin heads in the AM*·ADP and AM**·ADP·Pi
conformations due to an increase in the proportion of the myosin heads
in the AM or AMˆ·ADP conformations.

Thus, based on the results obtained in this study, one can suggest
that at each simulated stage of the ATPase cycle, the proportion of the
myosin heads strongly bound to F-actin is higher in the presence of TM-
E240K and TM-R244G, than in the presence of TM-WT.

The mutant tropomyosins can decrease the amplitude of myosin
heads (or SH1 helix) tilting during the ATPase cycle (Fig. 5a). The
amplitude of change in ФЕ at transition from AM**·ADP·Pi to AM state
was lower for the E240K and R244G mutant tropomyosins by 45,5%
and 45,5% (decreased from 43.90 to 42.70 and from 44.10 to 42.90 for
S1-AEDANS in the presence of TM-E240K and TM-R244G, respectively;
P < 0.05) than for the wild-type tropomyosin (decreased from 45.20 to
43.00 P < 0.05). Since the change in the SH1 helix position seems to be
transmitted to the myosin “lever arm” whose rotation is thought to play
the key role in the development of force, the decrease of the amplitude
of SH1 helix movements in the ATPase cycle indicates that the mutant
TMs decrease the efficiency of work of the cross-bridges [42]. The effect
of mutations in TM on the amplitude of changes inФЕ at transition from
AM*·ATP to AM state was observed earlier (for example, for the E117K
and Q147P mutants) [28,43].

Thus, both mutations increased the relative number of myosin
heads, which are in the strongly bound conformation when modeling
different stages of the ATP hydrolysis cycle. The higher effect was ob-
served for the R244G mutation. In addition, a reduction in the move-
ment of the myosin SH1 helix (or the myosin heads) during the ATPase
cycle was revealed for both mutations.

3.4. The effects of E240K and R244G substitutions in tropomyosin on the
actomyosin Mg-ATPase activity

The analysis of the actomyosin Mg-ATPase activity in the presence
of TM-WT, TM-E240K and TM-R244G showed that tropomyosins with
the substitutions inhibited the actomyosin MgATPase more strongly
than wild-type tropomyosin (Fig. 6). The results showed that in the
presence of TM-E240K the ATPase was reduced about 1.5-fold more
efficiently than in the presence of TM-WT. The inhibition in the pre-
sence of TM-R244G was intermediate. The curve obtained by fitting the
experimental points to the exponential decay curve demonstrated that

Fig. 5. The values of the angles ФE (a) and N (b) of the
polarized fluorescence from 1.5-IAEDANS bound to Cys707
of myosin S1 (S1-AEDANS) on F-actin in the absence or
presence of TM-WT, TM-E240K or TM-R244G, and nu-
cleotides (ADP, AMP-PNP, or ATP). ФE is the angle between
the emission dipole of the probe and the filament axis; N is
number of disorderly oriented fluorophores (see Materials
and Methods). The data represent means of 6–8 ghost fibres
for each experimental condition (see Table 3). Statistically
insignificant changes (P < 0.05), compared with the re-
sults of the control group, are indicated by “ns”.
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the maximal inhibition of the ATPase activity was reached at
1.0 μMTM-WT and 1.5 μMTM-E240K. In the presence of TM-R244G the
inhibition leveled off at tropomyosin concentrations above 2.5 μM.

To check whether under conditions used in the ATPase assay tro-
pomyosin bound to F-actin, a control actin-binding assay was per-
formed. The results illustrated in Fig. 7 show that both mutant tropo-
myosins bound weaker to the filament. TM-WT and TM-E240K reached
the saturation point at concentrations above 2.5 μM, but TM-R244G did
not fully saturate the filament. Thus the more efficient inhibition of the
ATPase cannot be correlated with the affinity of mutant tropomyosins
to actin, because the high inhibition was achieved with a filament,
which was only partially saturated. In turn, lower affinity of mutant
tropomyosins can be correlated with the observation that higher con-
centrations of the mutants were required to reach maximal ATPase
inhibition.

4. Discussion

Tropomyosin is a 40-nm long two-chain coiled-coil protein asso-
ciating head-to-tail to form continuous strands along F-actin, which
stabilize the filament and control actin interactions with other proteins.
Determination of amino acid sequence and the study of crystal structure
of tropomyosin identified periodicities in the structure of the protein.
One type of periodicity is presented by ∼40 residues pseudo-repeats,
which form seven actin-binding sites along the entire length of tropo-
myosin's molecule. The second type of periodicity is a heptapeptide
repeat of residues marked from a to g. Residues at a and d positions are
hydrophobic and form the core of the coiled-coil, residues at e and g
positions forms salt bridges, stabilizing additionally the protein. Cryo-
electron microscopy studies, mutagenesis and computational methods
allowed determining residues located in each actin-binding period,
mostly in f position of the heptad repeat, which are involved in the
interaction at actin-tropomyosin interface [4,44–46]. According to F-
actin-tropomyosin models, R244 is the consensus site located in the f
position of the coiled-coil within the seventh actin-binding period of
tropomyosin. It interacts electrostatically with D25 exposed on the
surface of actin subunit [4,45]. Alterations in the number of electro-
static contacts between the two proteins are believed to play a key role
during tropomyosin's movement over actin cable [4,37]. In connection
with these data we can suggest that the substitution of positively
charged arginine 244 by nonpolar glycine disrupts the interaction with
negatively-charged aspartate 25, which is the reason of weakening of
actin-tropomyosin affinity found in the previous study [15].

Although E240 is not at the tropomyosin-actin interface [4,45], the
E240K substitution also reduces tropomyosin affinity for actin, which
suggests that this mutation must affect interactions with actin through a
different mechanism than R244G. According to the widely discussed
model of Gestalt-binding, tropomyosin pre-shapes to fit to F-actin sur-
face [37,47]. Such transformation might introduce particular tension
into the rigid structure of tropomyosin. Studies on functions of tropo-
myosin, which harbors mutations associated with different congenital
myopathies, has shown that one of the effects is changed flexibility of
tropomyosin on F-actin [28,33,34,41,48,49]. It is possible that many
substitutions in tropomyosin alter the pre-shaping process which is
manifested in poor affinity for F-actin. An alternative explanation can
be deduced from the near atomic resolution structure of full-length
tropomyosin molecule [50]. Taking into account the localization of
both residues it becomes clear that the side chains of E240 and R244 are
exposed on the same face of tropomyosin with their oppositely charged
groups being in a close proximity (Fig. 8A). This electrostatic interac-
tion most probably destabilizes the correct orientation of the residue
R244, which is required for binding of tropomyosin to actin with high
affinity. Hence, reversal of charge caused by the substitution E240K
might affect the interactions of tropomyosin with F-actin in a way si-
milar to the substitution R244G, which neutralizes the negative charge
of R244.

As follows from our data (Figs. 3–5), the myosin heads shift the
strands of the E240K and R244G mutant tropomyosins further into the
open position compared to the displacement of the wild-type tropo-
myosin under similar experimental conditions. The mutant tropomyo-
sins significantly increase the relative amount of actin monomers in the
“switched on” conformation (Fig. 3), i.e. in the conformation at which
actin is able to activate the hydrolysis of ATP and to bind strongly to
myosin. This may result in an increase in the relative number of the
myosin heads that, after the nucleotide release, have passed into con-
formation of the strong-binding to actin (AM and/or AMˆ·ADP state),
even in a solution containing MgATP. In the presence of MgATP, the
relative number of the myosin heads in conformation corresponding to
the AM**·ADP·Pi state may appear to be decreased because of the in-
crease in the number of heads in conformations corresponding to AM or
AMˆ·ADP states.

It was previously shown that wild-type tropomyosin increases the

Fig. 6. The effects of the E240K and R244G substitutions in Tpm1.1 on the Mg-ATPase
activity of acto-S1. The Mg-ATPase activity was measured in the presence of 7.0 μM F-
actin, 0.5 μM S1 and 0–2.5 μM tropomyosin (see Materials and methods). TM-WT (cir-
cles), TM-E240K (squares) and TM-R244G (triangles). The lines were obtained by fitting
the experimental points to exponential decay in SigmaPlot 12.5.

Fig. 7. The effects of the E240K and R244G substitutions on binding of Tpm1.1 to F-actin
in the presence of S1-ATP. Binding of TM-WT (circles), TM-E240K (squares) and TM-
R244G (triangles) was analyzed by co-sedimentation assay as described in Materials and
methods section. The binding curves were obtained by fitting the experimental points to
the Hill equation (eq. (1)). Conditions: 7 μM F-actin, 0.5 μM S1, 12mМ Tris-HCl (pH 6.0),
2.5 mМ MgCl2, 5mМ KСl, 0.4 mМ CaCl2, 2mМ DTT and 2mM ATP.
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relative amount of both the switched on actin monomers and the
myosin heads in the strong-binding conformation when modeling the
strong binding of the myosin heads to actin, compared to bare actin
filaments [29,33]. However, at mimicking the weak-binding con-
formation (in the presence of MgATP), the relative number of the
myosin heads in conformations corresponding to the AM**·ADP·Pi state
was increased in the presence of the wild-type TM. Since there is reason

to believe that tropomyosin binds to the myosin head and actin in the
absence of nucleotide [51], it has been suggested that binding of
myosin to wild-type tropomyosin shifts the latter to the open position
(M-position) and is accompanied by an increase in the relative number
of the myosin heads in the strongly-bound conformation and actin
monomers in the switched on conformation. In the presence of MgATP,
wild-type tropomyosin shifts to the closed position and most of the actin

Fig. 8. Localization of E240 (Glu240) and R244 (Arg244) residues in tropomyosin (A); the figures were generated using Chimera 1.10.1, based on the Whitby-Phillips structure of Tpm1.1
(PDB: 1C1G) [49]. Models of actin-myosin complex in the presence of TM-WT (B), TM-R244G or TM-E240K (C) during simulated stages of actomyosin transformation (front view). “Ac”,
“TM” and “S1” are actin, tropomyosin and myosin subfragment-1, respectively. Unfilled figures in B show a state before adding new element to modeled system; grey-filled figures in C
show the positions of actin, myosin S1 wild-type tropomyosin, illustrated in B. The models don't illustrate the exact values of changes, but shows the directions of the changes.
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monomers are switched off (the OFF state of F-actin) and the myosin
heads are in a weakly bound conformation, since under these condi-
tions the myosin heads under the influence of MgATP are easily
transformed into a weakly bound conformation [29,33].

An increase in the relative amount of switched on actin monomers
and the appearance of strongly-bound myosin heads in the presence of
MgATP was detected only in the presence of the E240K and R244G
mutant TMs (Fig. 5). Consequently, these effects are associated with
point mutations in tropomyosin. The appearance of an abnormally high
number of the myosin heads in the conformation for strong binding to
actin appears to result from a decrease in the rate of dissociation of the
rigor heads and/or heads containing ADP from actin-tropomyosin,
which leads to retention of a fraction of myosin heads in the strong-
binding conformation. Thus we suggest that the point mutations in
tropomyosin can cause such perturbations in the molecule of this pro-
tein, which lead to inhibition of the detachment of the myosin heads in
the M and/or M* conformation from tropomyosin and thus increase the
relative number of myosin heads in a strongly-bound conformation in a
solution containing MgATP.

It is possible that such perturbation in conformations of TM and
actin can be one of the reasons of an increase in the amount of the
myosin heads in the strong-binding conformations. Further research
should verify this assumption. However, it is clear that the abnormal
rise in the number of the cross-bridges in AM or AMˆ·ADP conforma-
tions, i.e. enhancement of the rate-limiting stages of the ATPase cycle
can lead to a decrease in the rate of ATP hydrolysis. Reduction in the
rate of ATP hydrolysis by these mutations was previously found in
experiments performed in solutions of the proteins [15]. In addition,
the abnormal increase in the amount of the myosin heads which are
strongly bound to F-actin (of the cross-bridges in the rigor state) may be
a reason for the hypo-contractures that are typical for CFTD [52].
However, contracture and weakness of muscle are likely to be a later
manifestation of the dysfunction of muscle in CFTD [53]. Therefore, the
changes in the conformational states of tropomyosin, actin and myosin
at mimicking the different intermediate states of the ATPase cycle
cannot directly indicate the relationship of these changes in con-
formations with the appearance of contractures and weakness of the
muscle fibres found in CFTD myopathy.

5. Conclusion

Destabilizing the tropomyosin-actin interface was proposed by other
authors as a general mechanism explaining hyper- or hypocontractile
phenotypes caused by point mutations in tropomyosin [53–55]. As in
the absence of troponin tropomyosin is thought to occupy the closed C-
state [5], disruption of specific tropomyosin-actin interactions would
destabilize this state. Indeed, a shift of tropomyosin chains towards the
open position was observed in this work for both tropomyosin mutants,
which should result in more activated filaments. However in vitro stu-
dies on the mutations R244G in Tpm1.1 (this work and [15]) as well as
hypocontractile phenotype observed in myopathy patients carrying an
equivalent mutation R245G in Tpm3.12 [10], consistently show al-
terations in actomyosin interactions.

Based on the experimental data collected in this work we propose
models of actin-myosin-tropomyosin contractile system working in the
presence of three forms of tropomyosin: TM-WT, TM-E240K and TM-
R244G. Schematic illustrations of the models are shown in Fig. 8B and
C. According to the models, during the simulation of weak-to-strong
transformation in actomyosin both mutant tropomyosins are shifted
further to the inner domain of actin, contributing to the exposure of
more myosin-binding sites on the actin surface than in the presence of
TM-WT. High ratio of myosin heads dwelling in the strongly-bound
state restricts the ability of myosin S1 to undergo full cross-bridge cycle.
This and previous analyzes of fluorescence polarization of probes at-
tached to actin, myosin head and tropomyosin revealed that hypocon-
traction caused by alterations in actomyosin interactions have a

heterogeneous and complex origin. The hypocontractile phenotype
does not depend only on the affinity of tropomyosin for actin, which
shifts the equilibrium between different activation states and de-
termines steric blocking of myosin-binding. Alterations in tropomyosin
structure also affect the equilibrium between ON/OFF states of actin
monomers, quantity and character of the myosin heads binding to TM
and the rate of myosin head cycling during ATP hydrolysis [28,33,34].
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